best position that they have seen. Members of a swarm communicate good positions to each other and adjust their own position and velocity based on these good positions. There are two main ways this communication is done: (i) "swarm best" that is known to all (ii) "local bests" are known in neighborhoods of particles. Updating the position and velocity is done at each iteration as follows: • x is the position and v is the velocity of the individual particle. The subscripts i and 1 i + stand for the recent and the next (future) iterations, respectively.
• ω is the inertial constant. Good values are usually slightly less than 1.
• 1 c and 2 c are constants that say how much the particle is directed towards good positions. Good values are usually right around 1.
• 1 r and 2 r are random values in the range [0, 1] . • x is the best that the particle has seen.
• ˆg x is the global best seen by the swarm. This can be replaced by ˆL x , the local best, if neighborhoods are being used.
The Particle Swarm method (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995) has many variants. The Repulsive Particle Swarm (RPS) method of optimization (see Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RPSO), one of such variants, is particularly effective in finding out the global optimum in very complex search spaces (although it may be slower on certain types of optimization problems). Other variants use a dynamic scheme (Liang and Suganthan, 2005; Huang et al., 2006) .
In the traditional RPS the future velocity, 1 i v + of a particle at position with a recent velocity, i v , and the position of the particle are calculated by: • ω is inertia weight, ∈[0. 01,0.7] • x is the best position of a particle • h x is best position of a randomly chosen other particle from within the swarm • z is a random velocity vector • , , α β γ are constants
Occasionally, when the process is caught in a local optimum, some perturbation of v may be needed. We have modified the traditional RPS method by endowing stronger 
Modified Schaffer function #2:
In the search domain 1 2 , [ 100, 100] x x ∈ − this function is defined as follows and has min (0, 0) 0
Modified Schaffer function #3:
In the search domain 1 2 , [ 100, 100] x x ∈ − this function is defined as follows and has min (0, 1.253115) 0.00156685 f = .
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 sin cos 0.5
14. Modified Schaffer function #4: In the search domain 1 2 , [ 100, 100] x x ∈ − this function is defined as follows and has min (0, 1.253132) 0.292579 f = .
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 cos sin 0.5
IV. Some Well-Established Benchmark Functions: As mentioned earlier, we have also tested the RPS in searching the optimum points of some well-established functions. These functions are: 
Egg holder function:
This function is in m ( 2 m ≥ ) variables and given as:
( ) 
It is a difficult problem to optimize. For higher dimensions it gives repeating couplets of optimal values of * x , except their sign. ∈ − this function is defined as follows and has min ( 0.54719, 1.54719)
Levy function (#13):
In the search domain 1 2 , [ 10, 10] x x ∈ − this function is defined as follows and has min (1,
Three-humps camel back function:
In the search domain 1 2 , [ 5, 5] x x ∈ − this function is defined as follows and has min (0, 0) 0
Zettle function:
In the search domain 1 2 ,
this function is defined as follows and has min ( 0.0299, 0) 0.003791
this function is defined as follows and has min ( 2.903534, 2.903534) 78.332 f − − − . 
this function is defined as follows and has min (1, 1) 0 f = .
2 2 2 2 1 1
Giunta function:
this function is defined as follows and has min (0.45834282, 0.45834282) 0.0602472184 f . ( 1) sin ( 1) sin(4( 1))]
We have obtained f min (0.4673199, 0.4673183) = 0.06447.
Schaffer function:
V. FORTRAN Program of RPS:
We append a program of the Repulsive Particle Swarm method. The program has run successfully and optimized most of the functions. However, the crowned cross function and the cross-legged DATA A1,A2,A3,W /.5D00,.5D00,.0005D00,.5D00/ 26:
WRITE(*,*)'----------------------------------------------------' 27:
DATA TIT (1) PI=4.D+00*DATAN(1.D+00) if(x(1).lt.-9.5d00 .or. x(1).gt. 9.4d00) fp=fp+x(1)**2 253:
WRITE(*,*)'----------------------------------------------------'

231: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
if ( f=-dabs(dcos(X(1))*dcos(x(2))*dexp(dabs(1.d00-(dsqrt(X(1)**2+ 275: & x(2)**2)/pi)))) 276: ENDIF 277: RETURN 278: ENDIF f=-1.d00/30*(dcos(X(1))*dcos(x(2))*dexp(dabs(1.d00-292:
279: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& (dsqrt(X(1)**2 + x(2)**2)/pi))))**2 293: ENDIF 294: RETURN 295:
ENDIF f=-0.0001d00*(dabs(dsin(X(1))*dsin(x(2))*dexp(dabs(100.d00-(dsqrt 309:
296: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& (X(1)**2+x(2)**2)/pi))))+1.d00)**(.1) 310: ENDIF 311: RETURN 312: ENDIF f=0.0001d00*(dabs(dsin(X(1))*dsin(x(2))*dexp(dabs(100.d00-326:
313: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& (dsqrt(X(1)**2+x(2)**2)/pi))))+1.d00)**(.1) 327: ENDIF 328: RETURN 329: ENDIF f=(dabs(dsin(X(1))*dsin(x(2))*dexp(dabs(100.d00-(dsqrt 344:
330: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& (X(1)**2+x(2)**2)/pi))))+1.d00)**(-.1) 345: ENDIF 346: RETURN 347:
ENDIF f=-(dabs(dsin(X(1))*dsin(x(2))*dexp(dabs(100.d00-(dsqrt 362:
348: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& (X(1)**2+x(2)**2)/pi))))+1.d00)**(-.1) 363: ENDIF 364: RETURN 365: ENDIF & (X(1)**2+X(2)**2)/pi))))**(-1))) 379: ENDIF 380: RETURN 381: ENDIF f=(dsin(x(1))*dexp((1.d00-dcos(x(2)))**2) + 394:
366: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
382: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& dcos(x(2))*dexp((1.d00-dsin(x(1)))**2))+(x(1)-x(2))**2 395: ENDIF 396: RETURN 397: ENDIF f=dsin(c*x(1)-1.d0)+dsin(c*x(1)-1.d0)**2+dsin(4*(c*x(1)-1.d0))/50+ 435:
398: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
&dsin(c*x(2)-1.d0)+dsin(c*x(2)-1.d0)**2+dsin(4*(c*x(2)-1.d0))/50+.6 436: ENDIF 437: RETURN 438: ENDIF f1=dsin(dsqrt(x(1)**2+x(2)**2))**2-0.5d00 451: f2=(1.d00+ 0.001*(x(1)**2 + x(2)**2))**2 452: f=f1/f2 +0.5d00 453: ENDIF 454: f=DSIN(X(1)+X(2))+(X(1)-X(2))**2-1.5*X(1)+2.5*X(2)+1.D00 483: ENDIF 484: f=DSIN(3*PI*X(1))**2+(X(1)-1.D00)**2*(1.D00+DSIN(3*PI*X(2))**2) + 498: & (X(2)-1.D00)**2*(1.D00+DSIN(2*PI*X(2))**2) 499: ENDIF 500: RETURN 501: ENDIF f=2*X(1)**2-1.05*X(1)**4+X(1)**6/6 + X(1)*X(2)+X(2)**2 514: ENDIF 515: RETURN 516: ENDIF f=(X(1)**2+X(2)**2-2*X(1))**2 + 0.25*X(1) 529: ENDIF 530: RETURN 531: ENDIF F=100*DSQRT(DABS(X(2)-0.01D00*X(1)**2))+ 0.01*DABS(X(1)+10.D0) 577: ENDIF 578: RETURN 579: ENDIF f1=dsin(dsqrt(x(I+1)**2+x(i)**2))**2-0.5d00 596: f2=(0.001d00*(x(I+1)**2+x(i)**2)+1.d00)**2 597:
439: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 455: ENDIF 456: C -
----------------------------------------------------------------
RETURN 485: ENDIF 486: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
502: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
517: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
532: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
580: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
f=f+(f1/f2)+0.5d00 598: enddo 599: 600: do I=1,m 601:
if(dabs(x(i)).gt.100.d00) fp=fp+x(i)**2 602: enddo
